2. IDEAS TO DREAM URI’S FUTURE

- Imagine URI strong, healthy and capable of living into its Purpose in the 21st century and beyond. Visualize how URI might truly meet the needs of this time. Thinking both locally and globally, describe your vision? What do you see in terms of - - people? connections? priorities? ways of being? impacts?

- One ancient metaphor for URI was of **Indra’s net**. It is a story about the cosmic web of inter-relatedness extending infinitely in all directions of the universe. Every intersection of the intertwining web is set with a glistening jewel, in which all parts of the whole are reflected. Imagine URI’s network extending around the world, where each CC and all people working together for URI’s purpose, shine their strengths mirroring one another.

  - Create an image in words or a drawing (individually or with others) that expresses your vision.

  - Thinking concretely now, what are the three most important things you can do to build a vital global community needed for global change?

  - Thinking about the year ahead, what is the smallest thing you could do that would have the largest impact for strengthening URI - locally and globally?

- Thinking about your relationships within URI, what stands out as a time when you had the strongest sense of being surrounded by support, perhaps one, perhaps multitudes, but walking together in service to the URI vision? What was happening and how did you feel?

  - Imagine it 2040, the world has changed significantly. Imagine how URI has made a contribution to this shift? How can URI move toward this vision during this 20th Anniversary year? What can you commit to this year to help make this dream come alive?